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Former Senator Harry Reid of Nevada, who worked to fund a Pentagon program for U.F.O.
research in 2007. Illustration by The New York Times; photographs by Joe Buglewicz for The New York Times and
KTSDESIGN/SCIENCE PHOTO LIBRARY via Getty Images

By Spencer Bokat-Lindell

Staff Editor, Opinion

Debatable will be off next week and will return on June 8.

At some point next month, U.S. intelligence agencies are expected to brief

Congress about recorded encounters between military personnel and

mysterious flying objects appearing to defy the limits of known human

technology. Yes, U.F.O.s. And yes, explained to the same branch of government

that once had to ask Mark Zuckerberg how Facebook works.

Among those anticipating the report, we learned this week, is Barack Obama.

“We can’t explain how they move, their trajectory,” he told James Corden.

“They did not have an easily explainable pattern. And so I think that people still

take seriously trying to investigate and figure out what that is.”

How did we get here, and how should we take the suggestion — made by a

former C.I.A. director, among others — that these U.F.O.s are of alien origin?

Here’s what people are saying.

When did the government start taking U.F.O.s
seriously?

It has been for a while, actually — or at least seriously enough to spend millions

of dollars researching them.

In 1947, the Air Force began a series of studies, called Project Blue Book,

that investigated more than 12,000 claimed U.F.O. sightings. Most of

the sightings were found to have ordinary explanations, and the program

shut down in 1969.

In 2007, Congress allocated $22 million in so-called black money for the
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creation of a secret Pentagon program at the request of Senator Harry

Reid, the majority leader at the time. Reid was inspired to establish the

program after talking with Robert Bigelow, a motel magnate who,

Gideon Lewis-Kraus reported for The New Yorker last month, believes

“there are aliens walking around at the supermarket.”

That initiative, called the Advanced Aerospace Threat Identification Program,

was uncovered in 2017 by The Times, which published three videos, captured

by naval aviators in late 2004 and early 2015 over the Pacific and off the East

Coast, of unidentified objects hurtling through the sky. In the 2015 cases, Navy

pilots reported to their superiors that the objects, which they saw almost daily,

had no visible engine or exhaust plumes but could reach 30,000 feet and

hypersonic speeds. The videos were authenticated by the Pentagon last year.

ADVERTISEMENT

The New York Times

Then, last month, the Pentagon confirmed the authenticity of a video taken by

Navy personnel in 2019 that appears to show blinking, triangle-shaped objects

in the sky.
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NBC

The Advanced Aerospace Threat Identification Program’s funding lapsed in

2012 but was succeeded by the Unidentified Aerial Phenomenon Task Force.

When Congress passed the second pandemic relief bill in December, it included

a requirement that the secretary of defense and the director of national

intelligence prepare a report detailing what they know.

ADVERTISEMENT

Could these really be aliens?

It’s a fun idea to entertain, as my colleague Ezra Klein has written. It’s also one

that has become ever so slightly harder to dismiss out of hand. Last year, using

data collected from a space telescope that NASA launched in 2009 to search for

exoplanets, researchers estimated that there were, conservatively, 300 million

potentially habitable Earths in the Milky Way alone. Many serious

astronomers, including a former chief scientist at NASA, now believe that

humans will find signs of life on one of them in the next two decades.

RELATED
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Jayne:
Shepherd Book used to tell me, "If you can't do somethin' smart... do somethin' right."

[Quoted text hidden]
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While interstellar travel still seems like a wildly remote possibility — the

nearest solar system to our own is four light years, or 25 trillion miles, away —

“physicists have known since the early 1990s that faster-than-light travel is

possible in theory, and new research has brought this marginally closer to

being achievable in practice,” Lewis-Kraus wrote. “These advances — along

with the further inference that ours is a mediocre or even inferior civilization,

one that could well be millions or billions of years behind our distant neighbors

— have lent a bare-bones plausibility to the idea that U.F.O.s have

extraterrestrial origins.”

Not your average flying saucer: Whatever the nature and origins of these

U.F.O.s — “unidentified,” as many have pointed out, is not a synonym for

“extraterrestrial” — it can be conceded that the evidence for their existence is

more sophisticated than that of past sightings.

“We are now relying on military and intelligence-collection capabilities to

collect the data and then try to interpret the data,” Luis Elizondo, a former

military intelligence officer who says he ran the Advanced Aerospace Threat

Identification Program, told The Washington Post. “This is not a conversation

about how Grandma saw some lights in the backyard and then people wind up

scratching their heads wondering what it was.” (The Pentagon has denied that

Elizondo played a leading role in the program, but Reid recently attested that

he did.)

ADVERTISEMENT

The Times also reported that the Advanced Aerospace Threat Identification

Program had hired contractors to retrieve and analyze materials, such as

unusual metallic fragments, from U.F.O. crashes and stored them in Las Vegas.

Eric W. Davis, an astrophysicist who worked for the program, told The Times

that in some cases the source of the materials could not be determined, leading

him to conclude, “We couldn’t make it ourselves.”

Why you should probably lower your expectations
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expressed confidence in the existence of extraterrestrial life, points out

that all three black-and-white videos included in The Times’s reporting

were captured with infrared cameras, raising the possibility of

mechanical error. “How have the aliens arranged things so they can only

be convincingly seen with a certain type of camera on a particular type of

aircraft?” he writes for NBC. “That’s like saying everyone could see

Santa’s sleigh cruising the skies if they’d only wear Nicole Richie

sunglasses.”

The science writer Mick West has argued convincingly that the three

black-and-white videos as well as the blinking triangle video are easily

attributable to planes, balloons or optical illusions.

And as for the mysterious metal alloys reportedly stored in Las Vegas?

They have never been shown to the public. Moreover, metallurgical

experts have said that they would be able to identify even unknown

alloys in a matter of hours, regardless of where they came from.
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Some argue that more nefarious forces than earnest curiosity —

namely, conspiracy thinking and graft — are behind the resurgence

in U.F.O. interest.

Bigelow, the businessman who persuaded Harry Reid to create the

Pentagon U.F.O. program in 2007, was a friend and donor to Reid, and

it was Bigelow’s company that received the $22 million contract to

conduct it.

By his own account, the three black-and-white videos that appeared in

The Times were provided by Christopher Mellon, a top defense official in

the Bill Clinton and George W. Bush administrations. Mellon is an

investor in a company dedicated to U.F.O.-related education,

entertainment and research, and could therefore stand to benefit from

more military spending on the issue, which he has framed as a national

security threat.

It also doesn’t hurt the cause of believers that vague, credulous stories

about U.F.O.s make for good entertainment, as Jeff Wise wrote for New

York magazine in 2017.

So as amusing as the U.F.O. intrigue is, Jason Colavito argues there is also

something quite sinister about how fringe beliefs have been laundered by some

of the country’s most powerful institutions. “Behind the creamy pages of high-

end magazines and the marble columns of the Capitol, the media elite and
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Do you have a point of view we missed? Email us at debatable@nytimes.com.

Please note your name, age and location in your response, which may be

included in the next newsletter.

READ MORE

“How U.F.O. sightings went from joke to national security worry in

Washington” [The Washington Post]

“The U.S. military has officially published three U.F.O. videos. Why doesn’t

anybody seem to care?” [The Conversation]

“How the media keeps extraterrestrial infatuation top of mind” [Gen]

“Have We Already Been Visited by Aliens?” [The New Yorker]

“How pop culture set the stage for the coming U.F.O. report — for better or

worse” [NBC]
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